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Proprietor Amos Kennedy was the subject of the documentary film, 
Proceed and Be Bold, about his journey of leaving his 9 to 5 job to 
begin his life as a self-described “Humble Negro Printer.” He works 
almost exclusively in the poster format. 

 
Jim Sherradan is revered by many 
in the industry as the most influential 
letterpress printer alive. Archivist and 
shop manager for the oldest working 
lettepress studio in America, the famed 
Hatch Show Print, Sherradan creates 
exclusive monoprints from the shops 
extensive archive of wood type. 

 
Casey McGarr supplements his extensive collection of 
wood and metal type with hand-carved linoleum cuts 
as well. McGarr, a graduate professor of typography at 
Texas A&M-Commerce, focuses on preserving the use 
of wood type and letterpress as an art form. 

 
Jim Irwin has more than 40 years experience running 
letterpress machines and is known for high-quality 
engraving, embossing and foil work. Unlike McGarr’s 
other peers, Jim works mostly on invitations, however he 
is considered to be among the best at troubleshooting 
presses. 

 
This fine art letterpress works only on vintage printing 

equipment and can print up to a 21x28 poster.  
They are meticulous craft printers  with a speciality  

in complex multi-color projects.  

During the interview, McGarr was asked to name other letterpress 
printers he felt were influential or that he had relationships with. 
He named four iconic letterpress studios as his peer group.  
While I had hypothesized that letterpress operators would be 
more connected to other lettterpress printers in their geographic 
region, it appears that letterrpress operators are more likely to 
form connections with those who practice the craft in a similar 
fashion. 

McGarr’s peer group is a combination of technically-skilled let-
terpress operators who preserve “craft” printing practices on 
original equipment and fine art poster makers. 
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